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LOCAL TV NEWS LEAST AT RISK FOR AD BOYCOTTS
TRUST IN LOCAL NEWS HIGHEST AMONG GEN Z?
Once a rarity, it seems every few months there are
headlines about advertisers racing to pull their spots from
a cable news show or off a website for content deemed too
controversial.
It’s even begun to touch on some local television groups
like Sinclair Broadcast Group for the perception it has a
conservative bent. Regardless of whether the pendulum of
public opinion is swinging too far in one direction
or the other, one expert thinks local TV sellers
may be best insulated from the boycott frenzy.
Civic Science founder/CEO John Dick
said “tribalism” is the single biggest trend his
research team now sees affecting Americans. “A
byproduct of that trend: advertisers are walking
around on landmines because they see more
people (choose) their news content based on
their political orientation,” Dick said. “Those
same people are also more likely to respond
negatively to an advertiser who spends money or its time
on a publication that stands opposite of that persuasion.”
On a webinar yesterday, Dick said Civic Science data
shows nearly half of Americans are currently, or have
recently, boycotted a brand based on where it advertised.
The latest data shows nearly one-third of those surveyed
are currently boycotting a product and another 20 percent
have boycotted a brand in the past, although they aren’t
currently doing so.
“Those numbers continue to rise,” Dick said. “That’s
terrifying for the advertising space, and it tells me they have
fewer places to spend money without running risks.”
But as marketers consider those options, Dick said the data
shows there’s safety in going local. Their research found 39
percent of those surveyed said local TV and newspapers
were more likely to deliver unbiased news compared to
political websites and blogs. That’s 15 percent higher than
those who said broadcast network newscasts or cable TV
news were more down the middle.
That may not be surprising considering nearly half (47
percent) said local TV news and newspapers are least
biased outlets—a figure that includes nearly one-third
of respondents who’ve said they’ve boycotted a brand
because of where it spent advertising dollars.
“The local TV or newspaper consumer is significantly less
likely than consumers of other news to boycott a brand
and view that advertising placement as something toxic
or a reason to walk away from a product,” Dick said. “We
can expect this trend of tribalism and boycotting to only get
worse before it gets better—which is why my money is on
local TV and newspapers to survive that trend.” He said
one explanation is there continues to be a halo around local
media employees who the typical viewer may run into at the
local supermarket.
(Continued on page 3)

ADVERTISER NEWS
Costco continued its streak of revenue gains in June,
including its third straight month of double-digit increases
in comparable-store sales. For the five weeks ended July
8, Costco totaled sales of $13.55 billion, up 11.7% from
$12.13 billion a year earlier. June comp-store sales rose
9.7% overall and 10.8% in the U.S., compared with yearover-year growth of 6% in Canada and 7.3% in other
international markets, Issaquah, Wash.-based
warehouse club chain said. E-commerce sales
surged 27.9% companywide....Olson Engage,
the public relations agency that was hired by
Papa John’s in February, cut ties with the pizza
chain after racially charged comments made
by the company’s founder were made public
Wednesday, says CNBC.com. Shares of Papa
John’s continued to climb on Thursday, jumping
more than 13 percent, after Schnatter said that
he was stepping down from his position as
chairman of the company’s board....Dean Foods plans
to close two milk processing facilities this fall — one in
Illinois and one in Kentucky — and lay off 207 workers.
The company didn’t give any reason for the closures, but
the company’s 2017 annual report noted that Walmart’s
plan to open a 250,000-square-foot milk processing
facility in Indiana, was a major factor....Fooddive.com says
GrubMarket, an online company that sources organic
food directly from farmers to businesses and consumers,
recently closed a $32 million funding round to further grow
its business. The company plans to make acquisitions and
expand before its IPO, which the company has scheduled
for the end of 2019. GrubMarket plans to expand from its
home state of California to the east coast in New York and
New Jersey by October....Seven restaurant companies
have agreed to end “no poach” restrictions immediately in
their franchise agreements, provisions that law enforcement
officials allege threaten the lower-wage workers’ ability to
get higher wages and move to better positions. Arby’s,
Auntie Anne’s, Buffalo Wild Wings, Carl’s Jr., Cinnabon,
Jimmy John’s and McDonald’s have agreed to remove
the provisions, also called “no switching” clauses....Dollar
Tree is celebrating its 15,000th store opening this weekend.
The store is located in Wilmington, North Carolina....Oprah
Winfrey became a shareholder in a small, health-focused
restaurant chain — True Food Kitchen — the third such
food-related investment she’s made since 2015 when she
teamed up with Weight Watchers, taking a 10 percent stake
in the company and joining its board. Winfrey’s endorsement
could bode well for he company, which hopes to double
the number of its restaurants to 46 by 2021.... A jury in St.
Louis found Thursday that Johnson & Johnson should pay
$4.69 billion in damages to 22 women and their families who
blamed ovarian-cancer cases on asbestos in the company’s
iconic baby powder, the biggest single verdict in such cases
so far.

AVAILS
NEWORK NEWS
A National broadcasting company seeks a community
CBS topped the Wednesday overnights with a twominded, enthusiastic individual to fill a General Manager
tenth (or 6 percent) household advantage over NBC. Its
position for the Johnstown, PA DMA, and (State College,
Big Brother finished second behind an encore telecast
Altoona and Johnstown markets.) The GM will lead a team
of America’s Got Talent on NBC, with a 3.8 rating/ 7
to develop customized solutions for new and existing
share in the 8 PM hour. Programming Insider says that
customers. This position requires an innovative leader
will be enough to dominate the time period in adults 18with a demonstrated ability to find creative solutions that
49 (and all the key demos). It also led into a 2.7/ 5 for
meet the demands of advertisers. Send resume and
the series debut of action game show TKO: Total Knock
cover letter, including desired compensation, to annette@
Out, hosted by Kevin Hart, at 9 PM. TKO held 75 percent
ievolveconsulting.com. EOE. Background check & drug
of the 8:30 PM portion of Big Brother (3.6/ 7). At 10 PM
screening required.
on CBS, medical drama Code Black
KIII, Corpus Christi, TX is looking
continued to make a strong case for
Croatia beat England in the
for a driven, solutions-based Local
renewal. It posted at a dominant 3.9/ 8 in
semifinals of the World Cup... It’s
Sales Manager. The LSM must be
the household overnights. Comparably,
really nice. It’s the first time in a
an effective motivator and innovative
that increased by 39 percent from the
while I’ve heard people say, ‘Way
thinker working with a team comprised
9:30 PM portion of TKO (2.8/ 5). It also
to go, Croatia.’ Something you
of our Local AEs and Account Managers.
trounced competing drama Reverie on
don’t hear all the time. ‘Good
We want someone with a proven history
NBC (1.6/ 3) by 75 percent. Also original
going, Croat.’
of growing revenue for both television
was Fox’s combination of MasterChef
and digital, developing a strong sales
(2.6/ 5) and Gordon Ramsay’s 24
Conan O’Brien
team through mentoring and executing
Hours to Hell and Back (2.3/ 4)—
special projects. Minimum of 3 years
both at typical overnight levels. Another
of successful local TV or media sales experience and/or
episode of the final season of The Originals on The
creative digital required. CLICK HERE to apply.
CW scored a 0.6/ 1 in the 9 PM hour… The Wall Street
WJCL ABC 22, the Hearst-owned ABC affiliate in
Journal says 21st Century Fox’s World Cup fate was
Savannah, GA, is looking for a salesperson. Candidate
sealed from the time the U.S. men’s team failed to qualify
should have at least 1-3 years of Broadcast Sales or other
for the event for the first time since 1986. Early rounds on
successful outside sales experience. The ideal candidate
Fox’s networks drew nearly a third fewer viewers than in
will have strong written and verbal communication skills,
2014. The Journal, which quotes people familiar with the
a record of success in new business development and
situation as saying the company is now expected to lose
the ability to grow revenue on existing accounts. If you are
money on the 2018 tournament, says the ratings make a
energetic, driven and motivated by making money, please
couple of key points: One is that the growth in soccer’s
apply HERE. EOE.
popularity in the U.S. doesn’t translate to TV viewing
NewsChannel 8 (D.C.) is seeking enthusiastic, highly
unless the national team is involved. It’s also a cautionary
motivated Marketing Consultants who can connect with
tale—a reminder that big-ticket sports media, widely seen
clients and help them achieve their business objectives
as a safer bet in the pay-TV industry, still carries risks.
through effective TV and digital advertising. The ideal
Ratings for this year’s Winter Olympics were down,
candidate will possess excellent communication skills,
and the Super Bowl had its smallest audience in nearly
have an enthusiastic and outgoing personality, along with
a decade… Get ready for The Neighborhood, a new
a drive to succeed. Most importantly - we are looking for
CBS comedy starring Cedric the Entertainer that’s just
hard-working salespeople who want to have FUN at work,
released a promo for the upcoming series with new cast
make money and help local businesses grow. CLICK
members Max Greenfield and Beth Behrs. The pilot was
HERE to apply or learn more about this position, or to
re-shot after the two were cast as replacements for Josh
apply now. EOE.
Lawson and Dreama Walker, who played the original
leads. Written by Jim Reynolds and directed by James
See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.
Burrows, The Neighborhood tells the story of a friendly
Midwesterner who moves his family to a Los Angeles
THIS AND THAT
neighborhood. It’s from Kapital Entertainment and CBS
U.S. antitrust regulators at the Justice Department are
TV Studios. It premieres Monday, October 1st on CBS…
appealing a judge’s decision to allow AT&T’s $85 billion
NBC News has hired two on-air reporters. Meteorologist
merger with Time Warner. The blockbuster deal won
Janessa Webb joins the network from the ABC affiliate in
approval in June, with no conditions on the merger. The
Cleveland, and correspondent Kathy Park most recently
government says the combined company would decrease
worked as a general assignment reporter at KCRA 3, the
competition and raise prices for consumers... Bloomberg
NBC affiliate in Sacramento, Calif. They’ll both contribute
reports that Best Buy has removed Vivint products from
to NBC News and across the MSNBC programming slate.
its stores and let go hundreds of employees who were
The Television Academy has announced the nominees
selling them, signaling a change in the year-old partnership
for the 70th Primetime Emmy Awards. You can view a
between the companies. A Best Buy spokesman says the
complete list HERE. The three-hour telecast will air live
company is still working with Vivint, which has an app that
coast-to-coast on NBC from the Microsoft Theater at L.A.
locks doors, turns lights off or on, and checks security
Live in downtown Los Angeles on Monday, September
cameras remotely.
17th. The event kicks off at 8 PM (ET).
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IS AMAZON’S RISING TIDE LIFTING OTHER BOATS? WHEN IT COMES TO TV, CONSUMERS GO BIG
Bluecore, an email marketing platform for merchants, is
A report from NPD Connected Intelligence says that
expecting a halo effect from this year’s Amazon Prime Day. when it comes to television, size matters. In fact, it matters
It’s making the assessment based on data from last year, more than price and quality.
reports Twice.com, when consumer electronics dealers
The market research firm’s TV Ownership Trends
rode the e-commerce giant’s coattails.
Report, cited in a report by twice.com, says that while
Those selling CE among Bluecore’s 400 retail clients saw smartphones are surging toward reaching TV ownership
a 16-percent average increase in unique visitors; traffic rates within the next five years, consumers still value big
spikes as high as 49 percent; as much as a 26-percent screens in their living room—and they’re willing to spend
increase in orders below $50; and as much as a 57-percent more to have them.
rise in per-order spending on CE purchases that averaged
The NPD report found that among three reasons for
between $200 to $300.
buying a replacement 4K Ultra TV—
Bluecore says this is because Prime
larger screen, better picture quality and
Day shoppers have a propensity to
more affordable pricing—bigger (45
I hate birds as much as the
compare prices and search for better
percent) was cited by consumers as No.
next guy, but not enough to
deals elsewhere. “Four years of Prime
1. Better picture was No. 2, identified
hold one prisoner in a cage
Days have trained consumers that
by 39 percent, while 24 percent cited
at my home.
other retailers are running promotions
affordability.
during Prime Day, too,” Bluecore wrote.
Nearly two-thirds (62 percent) of these
“This creates a ‘deal mindset’ in which
TVs were installed in the living room,
consumers are open to retailers’ offers
with the average size display for living
FunnyTweeter.com
across the board, and are less committed
rooms listed at 52 inches. The average
to a specific brand or retailer.”
replacement screen size for all other
There was a 21-percent drop last year in Prime Day rooms, meanwhile, was 43 inches.
purchases. Bluecore believes it was in large part due to
“While the number of installed TVs per U.S. household has
shopper defections, as nearly half of the 100 largest retailers shrunk slightly in recent years, consumers are continuing to
offered competing promotions.
spend on the primary TV in their home, upgrading it to the
biggest screen and the best picture they can afford,” says
Stephen Baker, VP, industry advisor for NPD. “Despite the
OMNICOM UNVEILS NEW MARKETING PLATFORM
Global marketing and corporate communications fact that content viewership is splintering among devices,
company Omnicom Group has rolled out Omni, which it’s important to note that demand for a great TV to occupy
it calls a people-based precision marketing and insights a prominent position in home is not diminishing.”
platform. The company says it’s designed to identify and
define personalized consumer experiences at scale across LOCAL TV NEWS LEAST AT RISK
creative, media, CRM as well as other Omnicom practice (Continued from page 1)...Perhaps most promising for
areas.
sales reps pitching local TV newscasts to clients is that
The platform delivers a first-of-its kind, single view of the data shows trust in local news is the highest among Gen Z.
consumer that can be dynamically tracked and shared
“If local TV and newspapers can deliver on that promise
across all marketing practices. The company says Omni of trust with Gen Z consumers, they could be seeding a
transforms the way its teams work, collaborate and deliver population of local viewers and readers for the rest of their
value—from insights generation to audience building, lives, and that strikes me as a pretty exciting opportunity
channel planning, creative development and message for local news,” Dick said.
distribution.
WEDNESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
At the core of Omni is a people-based identity graph—a
database of connected consumers built from all significant
identity authorities, including Neustar, LiveRamp and
Experian, among others.
APOLLO-NEXSTAR MERGER ON THE HORIZON?
Reuters says buyout firm Apollo Global Management
has approached Nexstar Media Group about possibly
acquiring it. That’s according to people familiar with the
matter. A year ago Nexstar made a $2.3 billion acquisition of
Media General, which transformed it into a broadcaster with
the ability to reach nearly 40 percent of U.S. households.
Nexstar wants to add scale as advertisers move their
spending to digital and mobile platforms.
Texas-based Nexstar has 169 TV stations reaching 100
regional advertising markets that are affiliated with NBC,
CBS, ABC, Fox, MyNetworkTV and The CW. Last year
it made an offer for peer Tribune Media, but it lost out to
Sinclair, which clinched a deal for $3.9 billion.
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